
Vehicle Type: Line 2 - Rear Load Van/Wagon Vendor: A&J

Type: Chrysler Voyager L - Braunability Price: $39,970

Bid Cover Page Completed
Addendum 1 Completed
Addendum 2 Completed
Addendum 3 Completed
Appendix F - Price Sheet Completed
Appendix G - Drawing Completed
Appendix B/DOA 3832

Bidder Opportunity List Completed
Bidder Required Form (Info and Contacts) Completed

References Completed
Confidential Completed

Bidder Agreement (Cooperative Purchasing) Completed
Bidder Status n/a

State Bidder Certifications Completed
Federal Certs

DBE Approval Completed
Buy America Rolling Stock (checkbox too) Completed

Buy America Percentage 70.79%
Buy America Final Assembly Location Winamac, Indiana, USA

Purchasers Completed
FMVSS Completed

Bus Testing Completed (not sure if required) 
Lobbying Completed

Debarrment and Suspension Completed
Federal Clauses 

Procreument of Steel, Iron, or Manf. Products Completed
Procurement of Rolling Stock Completed

Bus Testing Completed (not sure if required) 
Buy America Completed

Lobbying Completed
Debarrment and Suspension Completed

Altoona Testing 
Test Documents n/a (4 Year 100,000 Mile vehicle, "unmodified")

Warrenty
Included? Completed

8/31/2020
Signature Date

HSV Minibus #510366 Checklist
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APPENDIX I – COST/PRICE ANALYSIS AND PRICE REASONABLENESS 
 
 
Contract Number 510366  Item Description Access. Minivan Rear Load – Line 2 
      
Original Procurement? Yes  Option Year # n/a 

 
I hereby determine that the prices offered by (supplier name) A&J Vans for the purchase of these products or 
services to be fair and reasonable based on the following analysis: 
 
Check one or more which apply: 
 
__X___ Comparison of and based on current offers received for the same or similar services (complete matrix 

below). 
 
____ Comparison of proposed pricing with pricing from recent purchases for the same or similar services, 

adjusted by the pertinent Consumer or Producer Price Index or Inflation Rate over the corresponding 
time period, if appropriate.  This includes the same or similar services found on existing State or 
municipal contracts (identify contract pricing sources and attach supporting documentation).  

 
___X_ Comparison of proposed pricing with an in-house independent cost estimate for the same or similar 

item (complete the matrix below, attach the signed in-house estimate, and explain factors influencing 
any differences found). 

 
SUMMARY MATRIX 
 
Contact  Item Proposed Pricing – A&J Ewald Alliance Offeror D 

One Year Rear Acc. Minivan $39,970  $44,415 40,503 n/a 

ICE Other (PPI) Average Price from Bids Percent Difference of ICE vs Proposed Price 

$36,355 n/a $41,630 ICE is about 9.1 percent lower than Proposed. 

 
Reason for the selection: 
 
The ICE is a bit lower than the proposed price as the Voyager is a new model of van and there was not many 
examples online to compare prices.  The bid price is also somewhat similar to the average price of bids submitted. 
Overall, the price difference between the ICE and lowest responsible bidder is less than 10 percent ($3,615).  Because 
the proposed price is close to our ICE, we determine it to be fair and reasonable. Option year prices will be adjusted 
using the PPI and are considered fair and reasonable. 

 

 

 
 9/1/2020 

Signature  Date 

Katherine Patterson  Transit Section Lead Worker 

Print Name  Title 
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Supporting documents are attached.  This analysis and determination will be filed in the Procurement History File. 
 
Independent Cost Estimate: 
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Other Bids Received for this vehicle: 
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APPENDIX L – CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITY/RESPONSIVENESS 
DETERMINATION 

 

Solicitation 
Number  #510366 

Contractor Name  A & J Vans 

Contractor Address  333 West Washington Street, Valders, Wisconsin 54245 

 

CIRCLE ALL APPLICABLE STATEMENTS: 

1. Federal and State Review 

A review of Federal and state websites dated      09 /     01   /   2020     has been 
conducted and the contractor DOES / DOES NOT   appear as suspended or debarred. 

a. Federal website: www.sam.gov (Attach printout of webpage) 

b. State website: https://wisconsindot.gov/hcciDocs/debar.pdf (Attach printout 
of webpage) 

2. Other Contracts 

The Contractor HAS / HAS NOT   performed satisfactorily on other contract(s) awarded 
by this agency. 

3. Reference Checks 

A survey of other agencies and companies doing business with the contractor was 
performed. ADVERSE / NO ADVERSE information has been received that would bring 
the contractor’s present responsibility and technical capability into question.  

List the agencies/companies contacted, dated contacted and person providing 
information. 

 

 

http://www.sam.gov/
https://wisconsindot.gov/hcciDocs/debar.pdf
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Organization 
Date of 
Contact 

Person Contacted 
Adverse info 
provided? 

ProHealth 8/28/2020 Alexander W. No 

CC Madison 8/31/2020 Claire S. No 

4. Financial and Tech Resources 

A review of the Contractor’s financial and technical resources DO / DO NOT indicate  
that it is capable of performing the contract.  

List documentation reviewed: 

Document(s) Reviewed 
Publication 
Date 

Reflects 
capability? 

WI Debarment List 8/17/2020 
Yes, not 
debarred 

WI Tax Evasion List Ongoing 
Yes, has paid 
taxes 

Reference Checks and Previous Work  
Yes, never had 
a financial 
issue 

5. Policy, Code, and Regulation Compliance 

State/local government agencies were contacted, and the contractor DOES / DOES NOT 
have a record of any outstanding code violations, improper business practices, or similar 
history of non-compliance with public policy.  

List agencies contacted: 

Agency / Company 
Date of 
Contact 

Reflects a history  
of compliance? 

Oneida Transit Agency 7/29/2019 Yes 

WI Debarment and Tax Evasion Lists 7/29/2019 Yes 

   

6. Other Information 
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Other pertinent information received DOES / DOES NOT affect the Contractor’s 
responsibility.  

List parties contacted and results of contact (e.g., Better Business Bureau, Business Licenses, Dunn 

and Bradstreet, www.fapiis.gov, https://www.revenue.wi.gov/Pages/HTML/delqlist.aspx).   

Agency / Company Date of Contact Results 

BBB 8/1/2019 A+ Rating 

   

   

7. Responsiveness 

The Contractor   IS / IS NOT responsive to the solicitation requirements and 
specifications. 

In accordance with 24 CFR 85.36 (b)(8), the contractor is considered to be   
RESPONSIBLE / NON-RESPONSIBLE   and   DOES / DOES NOT   possess the ability to 
successfully perform under the terms and conditions  
of this contract.  

 

Katie Patterson  Katie Patterson  8/13/2019 
Name  Signature  Date 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sam.gov 
 

http://www.fapiis.gov/
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WI Debarment 
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WI Tax Evasion List 
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BBB 

 
 
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ROLLING STOCK VEHICLE PROCUREMENT 

 

Pre-Award Audit Report 

 

Minivan Accessible - Rear Load 

Chrysler  

Voyager L  

 Braun Corp 

Vehicle Vendor - A&J Vans  

 

 

 

Submitted by:    

Katherine Patterson  9/1/2020 

Name   Date 

 

 Lead Worker - Transit 

Signature  Title 



 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
 
1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
2.0 AUDIT PROCEDURES 
 
3.0 PRE-AWARD BUY AMERICA CERTIFICATION 

 
3.1 Verification of Domestic Content Estimate and Final Assembly Cost 
 
3.2 Verification of Final Assembly Location and Activities 

 
4.0 PRE-AWARD PURCHASER'S REQUIREMENTS CERTIFICATION 
 

4.1 Verification of the Product as Described in the Specification 
 
4.2 Verification Manufacturer is Responsible with Capability and Capacity to Delivery 

the Product 
 
5.0 FEDERAL   MOTOR   VEHICLE   SAFETY   STANDARDS (FMVSS CERTIFICATION) 

(WHEN APPLICABLE) 
 
6.0 PRE-AWARD AUDIT CONCLUSIONS  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Be sure to include the signed pre-award certificates from the vendor/contractor in 
your file with this report 



1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Provide description of report including manufacturer, number and type of vehicles, and 
references to key FTA guidelines. 

Provide statement about whether rolling stock vehicle manufacturer is compliant with Buy 
America pre-award audit requirements and whether the recipient has copies of the following 

1.1. Pre-Award Buy America Certification, 

1.2. Pre-Award Purchaser's Requirements Certification, and 

1.3. Pre-Award FMVSS Certification, if applicable. 

Include a statement as to the organization of the report and any attachments. Provide a 
statement about whether the rolling stock vehicle manufacturer meets Buy America 
requirements. 

The Pre-Award audit was performed on the Rear Load Accessible Minivan bid document 
submitted by A&J Vans.  Pre-award Buy America certification, Purchaser’s Requirement 
certification, and the FMVSS certification were obtained from the bidder and will be kept on file, 
along with the Certification of Compliance with Buy America Rolling Stock Requirements and 
other relevant documents.   

Documentation provided by the manufacturer was reviewed to determine that Buy America 
requirements were met for the rolling stock, including component and subcomponent parts. 
Reviewed were manufacturer compliance, country of origin, cost, and final assembly location.  

The review found sufficient evidence that manufacturer meets the Buy America requirements, 
was found to be responsible and has the capacity and capability to produce vehicles that meet 
the solicitation specifications. 

 

2. AUDIT PROCEDURES 

Provide a brief description of the procedures used to perform the overall audit, including 
whether in-house staff or consultants were used. Include a brief statement about Pre-Award  
Buy America documentation received from the rolling stock vehicle manufacturer, and provide 
a brief overview of the review and analysis performed to determine compliance with Buy 
America requirements, including any onsite visits to the rolling stock manufacturer or 



component supplier sites. Include a brief statement about procedures used to determine the 
validity of the Pre- Award Purchaser’s Requirements Certification, including documentation 
reviewed and site visits, if any, performed to determine if the proposal meets the solicitation 
requirements.  And that the rolling stock manufacturer is responsible, with the capability and 
capacity to produce the vehicle in compliance with the Contract Requirements. 

WisDOT Transit staff performed a pre-award audit of the lowest bid for Rear Load Accessible 
Minivan from A&J Vans .  Documents reviewed included the Pre-Award Buy America 
Certification, the manufacturer’s documentation and certificate of compliance, listing of vehicle 
components that included country of origin and domestic content, certification of final assembly 
site location, and federal third party contract clauses. Pre-award checklists were utilized to check 
and verify signed certifications.  Signed certifications and included documentation were 
reviewed and found to be complete and compliant.   Vendor references were also evaluated. 

 

 

3. PRE-AWARD BUY AMERICA CERTIFICATION 

Provide a brief summary addressing the rolling stock vehicle manufacturer’s Pre-Award Buy 
America documentation and how the manufacturer meets or does not meet the domestic 
content and final assembly requirements. Provide a brief summary of the documentation 
provided by the rolling stock vehicle manufacturer and reviewed by the recipient or its 
designated auditor. 

3.1. Verification of Domestic Content and Final Assembly Cost 

Provide a summary of the documentation provided by the manufacturer and confirm that 
the documentation included sufficient detail such that the reviewer was able to verify that 
the vehicle will contain the minimum domestic content and the final assembly costs. 

The self-certification of the manufacturer of domestic content or compliance is not 
sufficient. The reviewer should examine documentation that in concludes sufficient detail 
for the reviewer to determine whether the manufacturer is likely to meet the domestic 
content requirements. 

Relevant information may include, but is not limited to, documentation of the breakdown 
of components, subcomponents, manufacture of origin, percent cost or actual cost of 
components, percent cost or actual cost of corresponding subcomponents, and whether 



the manufacturer has Buy America certifications from its suppliers. Provide a brief 
summary on the formulas and calculations used to determine domestic content and 
whether they are accurate. The Buy America pre-award audit report may include a 
summary table that lists the domestic components and their cost as a percentage of the 
total cost. The table should not include proprietary or confidential information. 

Provide a summary statement of the manufacturer’s claimed domestic content based on 
the independent analysis of the reviewer. 

 

3.2. Verification of U.S. Final Assembly Location and Activities 

Provide a brief description of the rolling stock vehicle manufacturer’s proposed U.S. final 
assembly location and how the rolling stock vehicle manufacturer’s final assembly 
activities will correspond to minimum final assembly activities in 49 CFR part 661. Provide 
a summary of the final assembly costs. 

Domestic content documents were examined. See Domestic Content documents.  These 
documents verify a minimum of 70 percent domestic content and final assembly will be in 
the United States.   

Document summaries include components, subcomponents, manufacture of origin, 
percent domestic, and manufacturing location.   

The manufacturer, Braun Company, has certified the Buy America documentation is 
reliable and accurate and the final vehicle assembly is in the United States. 

Buy America Percentage    70.79 % 

Final Assembly Location Winamac, Indiana, USA 

 

4. PRE-AWARD PURCHASER'S REQUIREMENTS CERTIFICATION 

Provide a summary addressing the manufacturer’s Pre-Award Purchaser’s Requirements 
Certification and the reviewer’s methods of review and analysis to determine whether the 
requirements were satisfied. The summary may include a  brief summary regarding how ABC 
Transit Agency’s Evaluation Team reviewed the Manufacturer’s Bid (Proposal), compared it to 
the solicitation specifications, and, after reviewing the manufacturer’s bid, issued any addenda, 



received responses to clarifications, and found the Manufacturer to be compliant. 

Additionally, the report may include a summary explaining how the recipient determined that 
the manufacturer is responsible. The summary may include, for example, a list of past deliveries 
of similar orders over the past 5 years. The summary also may indicate whether the 
manufacturer will use the same or similar processes and the same final assembly facility. 

Provide a summary statement based on the above review as to whether or not the rolling stock 
manufacturer has the capacity and capability to produce the rolling stock to meet the contract 
requirements. 

WisDOT Transit staff reviewed the A&J Vans bid and found it to be compliant with the 
specifications listed in the solicitation.  A proposal checklist and bid specification checklist were 
utilized to evaluate completeness and accuracy of bids.  Bid proposal, specifications, and 
product brochures were included in the evaluation. 

Vendor reference checks were done by Agency Name Transit staff.  References provided 
information on vendor regarding past performance, vendor’s financial and technical resources, 
any past code violations or improper business practices, and any other pertinent information 
that would affect the vendor’s responsibility.  A sam.gov search was also conducted. 

Based on review of documents, vendor and manufacturer are responsible, and have the capacity 
and capability to meet the contract requirements. 

 

5. FEDERAL MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARDS (FMVSS CERTIFICATION) (IF 
APPLICABLE) 

Provide a summary statement that a sample of the Manufacturer’s FMVSS self-certification 
sticker information was obtained and reviewed against a sample FMVSS sticker and was found 
to include the content required for the Pre-Award Audit. 

See signed Pre-Award FMVSS Compliance Certification signed by vendor A&J Vans. 

See signed Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards certification signed by manufacturer Braun 
Corp.. 

 

6. PRE-AWARD AUDIT CONCLUSION 



Provide a summary regarding how the procedures used, analysis performed, and results found 
on the Pre-Award audit of the rolling stock manufacturer indicates the manufacturer meets Buy 
America Compliance and the Purchaser’s requirements certification. 

 

Federal clauses relating to rolling stock purchases and Buy America certifications were signed by 
the vendor, A&J Vans. Pre-award audit checklists were utilized to determine completeness and 
compliance of requirements.  Documentation provided by the manufacturer that indicates 
rolling stock, the components and subcomponents, along with final assembly location, were 
reviewed and found to be compliant with the Buy America requirements.  

 

Following the review of the documents, A&J Vans was found to be responsible with the 
capability and capacity to produce the vehicle in compliance with the solicitation requirements 
and is in compliance with Buy America requirements. 

 

 

Signed By:    

Katie Patterson  9/1/2020 

Name   Date 

 

 Lead Worker - Transit 

Signature  Title 
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